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Letter from Board Chairman 

Sibusiso Zungu 

Annual Report 2019

Our former late President and beloved father of our nation once said “A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination. But 

when you add to that a literate tongue or pen, then you have something extraordinary.” This statement resonates with the innate culture of 

understanding and caring that is within Phakamani Young Minds Academy and the community that it serves.

In 2019, The PYMA centre had to be restructured and rebuilt as a result of a dreadful wind that blew it apart. This was a horrible experience to 

kick-start a New Year, however with the compassionate actions of the community and the generosity of Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa, 

PYMA survived the storm. The organisation has continued to strive through academics with a guaranteed support structure from the parents 

who constantly exhibit faith towards the organisations growth and development. There has been an expansion and increased number of 

participation from learners since 2014 from 12 learners to a total of 388 in 2019, that led to pinnacle achievement of  83% pass rate for the 

class of 2019. Our unique value proposition is the intentional recruitment of tutors specifically focussing on the academics as well as the culture 

fit. The tutors and all other volunteers have dedicated their time and effort in improving the delivery of the content to all our learners.

Our administrative staff had a change again with the departure of Mr Mothusi Massive our Programme Coordinator. He has been with 

PYMA since its inception and instrumental in shaping and driving the organisations vision to its altitude, PYMA wishes him well with his career 

endeavours. We welcome our new leadership, Ms Xolisile Dladla and Mr Mthandazo Khumalo who joined and aided with donor management, 

research, programme coordination and community liaison work from the previous year. PYMA values and appreciate their dedication and hard 

work in growing the organisation. We had two additional board members who have hit the ground running in their activities and obligations. 

Bertha Phohlela brings with her a wealth of knowledge in managing donors and stakeholder engagements while Elaine Porter is passionately 

using her professional business strategic and marketing skills to assist in our internal organisational matters. The increased capacity of the 

board has ensured that we all navigate the rough seas of education and steer towards the right direction. We are thankful to all our board 

members for the direction, motivation, and action. 

We have been extremely fortunate to have Mr Bokang Mokoena as the Executive Director of the organization. His leadership, foresight, talent, 

and passion are reason we exist and grow exponentially. PYMA perpetuates to seek funding in order to deliver all their great work, and through 

the generosity of previous donors they still gracefully embark on supporting the vision of the organisation through donations and contributions. 

We are also hoping that they realise that PYMA is not just another CSI programme but it is an investment into the future of the country. We also 

need funding for administration, without which we are unable to write proposals, produce reports, provide connectivity to remain functional.

In conclusion, it has been a great honour and a blessing for me to have served as the Chairperson of the Board and a lifetime learner of PYMA. 

I have learnt a lot over the past 3 years and will continue to learn a whole lot more while I impart my own personal experience in the grown of 

the organization. 
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Letter from Executive Director 

Bokang Mokoena

Annual Report 2019

2019 resembled growth and effective results for the organization ranging from a massive increase in the scope of our partnerships and collaborations. 

Phakamani Young Minds Academy (PYMA) has experienced a milestone of hindering obstacles from the unstable structure of the Centre which caused a 

non-conducive learning environment. Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa (CCBSA) rescued the PYMA facility by building an encouraging learning center 

for all our beneficiaries, the center has enabled hundreds of learners improve their academic performance and learning in a safe and conducive 

environment. We would like to applaud CCBSA for their blooming humanity.

The year 2019 has also graced PYMA with Mr. Mthandazo Khumalo who has proficiently taken the reins by joining PYMA as the Associate 

Operations Manager, who is now spearheading daily operations at PYMA. 

Our ultimate goal is to produce prominent young people who are able to access post school opportunities and revitalize themselves out of the circle 

of poverty, thus far we are fulfilled to have successfully placed 92% of our learners into (tertiary, internship and employment). We further pride 

ourselves as we have steadfastly committed to offering quality after school programmes and continue to support efforts that produce young people 

who are eligible for employment in disadvantaged and marginalised communities. 

In the past 5 years with PYMA, I have learned that the socio-economic challenges faced by South Africa arises from the messes of poverty, 

inequality and unemployment. In order to eradicate such predicaments, communities and civil society organisations have to forge strong unions 

that will effect social change; and as an organization we seek to explore opportunities aimed at innovative and enhanced programmes. We are 

convinced that this is what makes us a formidable player in the sector.

We commemorated the year 2019 in style as we hosted our 5th Year Achievement, This was primarily aimed at reflecting on our footprints and 

strategically plan for our next decade. Our board member, stakeholders and beneficiaries look forward to see what the next five years reveals for 

PYMA. The organization pride itself on the cumulative impact made by all our programme Alumni, from graduating and obtaining their 

qualifications. The office staff upholds high standards of programme delivery regardless of the high pressure, and working with limited resources 

under very difficult circumstances. I applaud them for their hard-work and dedication to the development of PYMA. 

I extend my gratitude to the newly appointed board members for volunteering their time and providing guidance to the organisation. Last but 

not least I would like to lengthen my sincere appreciation to our committed volunteers of tutors and donors who make all of this possible. Your 

investment to PYMA lays an unshakeable foundation to the next generation and it cannot go unnoticed, without your steadfast support we 

would not be celebrating all of these remarkable achievements. 

We applaud you for your great faith in After School programmes. After school really works!   
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On the 13th November 2019 we hosted one of the most 

remarkable and astonishing achievements Celebration at 

Eldridge Primary School in Eldorado Park. The event was 

dignified and sponsored by Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa 

(CCBSA) as they continue to play a significant role in aiding 

PYMA. Also other sponsors who assisted to make the event a 

resounding success includes Momentum, Sir Juice and Devland 

Cash and Carry. 

So was the cheerful atmosphere at the Achievements Celebration 

on that day as we celebrated 5-years with parents, learners, 

tutors, teachers and organisations who had supported us 

throughout. This celebration is about recognising the many 

achievements of our learners and we are very delighted and 

honoured to able to recognise the exceptional performances of 

our learners. 

For the past 5 years we have been steadfastly committed to offering a quality service and to

support efforts that improve the employability of learners in disadvantaged and marginalised

communities. The socio-economic challenges faced by South Africa arising from poverty,

inequality and unemployment, require communities and civil society organisations to work with

government and private institutions for greater social impact. We strive to brand our

organisation as a formidable player in the sector even for the next decades.

“It is the mandate of learners to make sure that they take 

responsibility of their education so that they could excel 

well and today we would like to applaud and congratulate 

all the learners for their academic accomplishments’’ -

Marlize Labuschagne from Mind Moves Institute 
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OUR PROGRAMMES 

Our Vision is to help disadvantaged children and young people in the Freedom Park 

and areas of Soweto, to become responsible, independent and prominent members of 

society through the access to high-quality supplementary education and personal 

development programmes, provided within positive and inspiring learning spaces.

Supplementary Tutoring

Extra Lessons

Homework Supervision

Reading and Word Club

Exam Preparation

Support Programme

Mentoring & Career Guidance

Parents Forum

Holiday Intervention

Work Readiness  

ECD Learning and support

Extra Mural Activities

Performing Arts (Music & Drama)

Public Speaking & Leadership

Sports (Soccer, Cricket, Netball, Volley Ball 
etc)

#AfterSchoolWorks
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5 YEAR’S History Scaling 
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Matric Results and Impact
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42 learners 
completed Grade 12 with PYMA’s 

Support  

86%
of learners passed Grade 12    

55% 
of learners accessed tertiary 

(University or College) 

70% 
of Placements (Internships and 

employment) 

BETWEEN 2017-2019
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Associate 

Operations 

Manager 

Reflection Mthandazo Khumalo is an emerging researcher in contemporary 

development processes. He possesses a first master’s degree in 

Development from KDI School of Public Policy and Management in South 

Korea and holds a second master’s degree in Research (Development 

Studies) from the UNISA and a BA Honours Degree from Midlands State 

University in Zimbabwe. 
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“I have also witnessed the staff members grow in their skills and knowledge through 

the trainings that we held in the year 2019”

I joined PYMA in March 2019. Since then, I have experienced the organisation grow to an unparalleled level.  I actually 

believe that what makes PYMA unique in its growth is because young people who have a colossal passion towards 

changing communities for betterment and improving social justice in South Africa drive the latter. This also takes into 

cognisance the support that the latter has received from a vast plethora of donors, sponsors and parents. Seriti Institute 

aided PYMA in capacity development, while Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa and Momentum Metropolitan have provided 

immense support through in-kind and financials donations, PYMA parents have supported the organisation in mobilising 

resources and supporting beneficiaries and the list is endless. All of this remarkable support has allowed PYMA to increase 

its visibility in terms of branding as well as improving its systems, policies and procedures and processes related to 

programme impacts. 

It has been a great experience to engage all staff members in monitoring and evaluation, fundraising, strategic planning, 

marketing and communications trainings. Such training has reaped positive fruits by capacitating our industrious staff 

members with relevant skills needed to increase their productivity and at the same time allowing them to grow in their 

careers development.

In order to strengthen relations with all our stakeholders, PYMA also strategized on sourcing partnerships that could 

bring value add. This has led to new partnerships with Zenex Foundation, the Learner Advancement Group (The 

LAG), CSRNEWSSA (Cooperate Social Responsibility News South Africa), Investec (Cradle Project) and CAFSA 

(Charities AIDS Foundation of Southern Africa). PYMA also managed to strengthen its existing partnerships with 28 

Feeder Schools across communities where it renders its services. PYMA has also moved a great stride into improving 

its programmes. There has been a paradigm shift on ways of measuring the programme impact, recruitment and 

registration of beneficiaries. Against this backdrop, it has been easier for the organisation to enhance programme

impact as well as ensure quality reporting. Increased monitoring and evaluation of the programmes has also aided 

PYMA to avert risks and bottlenecks that might be affecting its programmes. I believe that measuring programmes

success aided PYMA in being accountable to donors and funders who support the latter.  Hence, also, it is also 

important to point out that measuring is now the new currency and hence it should not be divorced from anything that 

has to do with programmes related to development work.

I am very proud to be associated with the success of PYMA, its growth and increased programmes impact that it has 

achieved in 2019.  I also continue to applaud all our parents, sponsors & donors, schools who have continued to 

share their generosity and belief in the PYMA mission and vision so that the latter can grow and become sustainable.
11
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Interview with Georgett Naidoo, CSI Specialist at Coca Cola Beverage SA

Gauteng Region Devland

“My role is to enhance corporate reputation of CCBSA at regional 

level through the implementation of flagship and regional projects 

according to the CSI policy, operating procedures and standards. 

To execute & co-ordinate regional execution of national SOUL CSI 

projects ensuring alignment to national strategy & guidelines ”

Why does CCBSA support PYMA and similar projects at large?

CCBSA endeavors to ensure that resources, earmarked for community assistance are spread

in a manner that will benefit the greatest number of people. Phakamani was chosen as a CSI 

Beneficiary in 2019, to upgrade the current facility to be conducive & accommodate all the 

learners. CCBSA is committed to Beneficiaries such as PYMA that enables to serve the 

community by ensuring their goals & program are met with the provision of a safe environment 

& the improvement of learner’s academic records

How do you personally feel about South Africa’s youth and future? 

South African Youth are talented but is not encouraged in developing their talents.

We need to uphold the hope of the youth to avoid the pitfalls such as drugs, alcohol & crime

& aim at improving the lifestyle in schools & amongst the community in the long-term, youth 

involvement should be directed towards youth needs, engenders an environment of shared 

learning, shared ownership and enhances the perceived value of a broader community to change 

the negative mindset in our community and instill a positive one. 

What advice would you give to Educators and potential donors to PYMA?

To continue to empower the youth, your service to them to grow up to be successful citizens, 

leaders and parents in their community. Offering hope and opportunity for a better future for 

everyone is what drives Phakamani Young Minds Academy to see hopeless situations in the 

community, turn into great inspiring stories and promote the spirit of empowerment and create 

an effective and united community that strive for the best. 

. 
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Impact Stories at Glance

As a volunteer, Phakamani Young Minds Academy (PYMA) has provided a platform for work-

integrated learning which has prepared and enhanced my chosen field of being a qualified 

educator, throughout my volunteering intervals, skills such as time management, flexibility, 

collaboration and cooperation, team work and classroom management and moreover 

pedagogical content knowledge were all acquired through my rigorous learning curve of being 

a tutor at PYMA.

Mahlatsi Ramothwala-Tutor Since 2017

Obtained Bachelor of Education Degree and Honors from University of 

Johannesburg

Currently enrolled for Masters in Education 

Predominantly I was motivated to join PYMA by the educational background of where I come 

from where little or nothing was implemented to improve the educational system in my village. 

This further encouraged me to establish my own organization in Limpopo mainly to address the 
lack of support experienced by learners

I was born and bred in a rural settlement known as Makgakgapatse village in Limpopo 

Province. I attended primary school at Phakeng Primary and completed my matric at Makhaka

Senior secondary school, I further enrolled at University of Johannesburg for B.Ed FET 

(Bachelor of Education) degree in 2015 and completed in 2018 and currently enrolled for my 

masters. I strongly believe not only in the deliverance and indoctrinating or even assessing the 

learners but mediating the content and making it meaningful to the recipients, stimulating their 

interest for future learning.
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Learners Spotlight

Interview with Lungile Mazibuko

Grade 8 (2019) Moses Marena Secondary School

How has your journey with PYMA been so far?

My journey with PYMA has been exciting and helpful at the same time. I started with

PYMA in 2016 when I was doing Grade 5 .Since then, I have excelled well at school with

flying colors. I have also been proffered a series of Awards at my school because of my

academic excellence. I am now in Grade 8 and I am still getting excellent results and

awarded top Grade 8 learner at my school. Thank you to PYMA for taking me through this

educational journey.

Which Awards have you received at school thus far?

At PYMA, I have received innumerable awards. In Grade 5, I came 1st Top Learners in

IsiZulu and 2ND in Life Sciences and 1st in Mathematics. In Grade 6, I also got an Award

and was placed at in 3rd place in Social Science, 1st in English , 1st in IsiZulu, 1st in

Mathematics. In Grade 7, I was placed on 3rd place in Technology and 1ST in English. In

2018, I received a certificate of participating in the Astro Quiz Trademark 2018. This year

(2019), I received 1st position for Academic Excellence with an overall performance of

86% in Grade 8.

What motivates attend afterschool programme?

I am actually motivated by my dreams and goals that I would want to accomplish or

achieve in the not so far near future, also the support that after school provides to me is

indescribable.

Interview with Paul Leshiba

Grade 11 (2019) at Silver Oaks Secondary School 

What do you think about the role of PYMA in the community?

PYMA is an organisation that aims at building, molding and aiding children in disadvantaged communities 

through bridging an education gap. It also aims to provide education skills as well as preparing today’s 

generation for the future.

Can you explain your journey with PYMA and how it has helped you succeed thus far?

I remember, I was one of the first group of learners in the organisation and I can attest that Phakamani is 

one of the best After School Programmes that I have been exposed to. I started at PYMA when I was in 

Grade 6 and now I am in Grade 11. Ever since, the tutors have always been dedicated to help me in my 

academic work including other learners who also attend the programme through our peer learning. 

My schools marks have been excellent each year not because of my bravery but the PYMA support and as 

well as my parents. The extra lessons, I have been attending have helped me to also prepare for my exams 

each term and year. More so, tutors have been dedicating ample time to help me in my studies, keep focused 

and keep me motivated despite all odds. I also applaud Mr. Bokang Mokoena who has always encouraged me 

to study hard. I have seen the organisation grow each year. I am very to witness such. I really hope that more 

children can be helped in attaining better grades at school. It is possible with After School Tutoring. 

What are your plans when you complete Grade 12?

I am looking into applying at University next year and confidently do well to enable me apply for Bachelor 

Degree in Business Management and Tourism. 
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Impact Stories at Glance

As a local resident in Freedom Park, it is rather impossible to dream and hope for a better life beyond what I 

see on a daily basis. The loss of my parents at a tender age has left me scarred and hopeless and I never 

imagined that I would even finish school considering my horrid circumstances

“The PYMA programme has enlightened the fire in my spirit to believe once 

again, both in my academics and personal life for the past three years”

I then decided to enrol at the PYMA programme in 2017. PYMA not only provided tutorial services to me but it also 

provided career advice, counselling and more over allowed me to acquired good friends whom I cherish and learnt 

a lot from. The tutors and the staff members were like my refuge and comfort in times of need to provide comfort 

and fulfilling advice throughout my life challenges.

I attended school in Freedom Park Secondary and was able to obtain a Bachelor pass against all odds and a 

distinction in History. During the winter school holidays, I was assisted by PYMA to apply at University of 

Johannesburg for Human Resources and also for NSFAS. I had doubts that I was going to be accepted at UJ as 

none of my family members went to any higher institutions to further their studies. PYMA instilled endless hope 

and inspiration to work hard and also use all their resources. When I thought that this was the end, through PYMA 

I was able to get a bursary from Coca-Cola Beverages South Africa. This has literally changed my life and I can 

fully attest that After School Programmes really work. I will forever be thankful to this great opportunity and 

everyone at PYMA who played a significant role in my life.

Kananelo Ramollo-2019 Grade 12

From Freedom Secondary School To first year University of 

Johannesburg student and Awarded CCBSA Bursary
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We would like to extend our sincere gratitude to all our donors and partners who invest funds into PYMA and sharing their 
commitment to a better, brighter future for South African children and youth. Thank you for your continued support, without you we 

wouldn’t be able reach such great milestones. 
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Partner Organisations 

Partner Schools 

Eldridge Primary School Boekenhout Primary School Silver Oaks Secondary School Freedom Secondary School

Freedom Primary School
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
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Special Appreciation to the following 
individuals for your continuous support :

Eric Mlambo–Footprints Foundation

Nombuso Mashele-Footprints Foundation

Alice Friedman- Yad Aharon and Michael

Taarique Darwood

Ntongolozi Bembe- Nozala Trust 

Mrs Mhlongo- Freedom Park Primary School 

Mrs Abrahams- Boekenhout Primary School 

Malcom Cousins- Constellation 

Kabelo Malefane

Simphiwe Gwija

Sandile Qinisile

Jeremiah Ramakau

Lawrance Seseni Mohale

Ernerst Mandlanzi

We would love to hear from you, so don’t 

hesitate to reach out!

Telephone 

010 447 2582 or 071 162 5781 

Physical Address

Erf 2161 Sodiac Circle

Freedom Park, Devland

Johannesburg South 1811

Email and Website 

info@pyma.co.za

www.pyma.co.za

Postal Address

69/3137 Draco Street 

Freedom Park Devland 

Eldorado Park,1811
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